Due to the continuing and evolving COVID-19 pandemic, the Campaign Regulations for the 93rd Oscars, as they pertain to the International Feature Film category, have been updated as follows:

- Film companies may send Watch Now notices to all Academy members that a film competing in the International Feature Film category is available to view on the Academy Screening Room.

- Film companies may send a link to a virtual Q&A (live or pre-recorded), so long as it is attached to a Watch Now notice that the film is available to view on the Academy Screening Room. Said link shall be available to the member for no more than a 24-hour period.

  o **NOTE:** As stated in the Campaign Regulations, “After nominations are announced, and until the final polls close, Academy members may be invited to a maximum of four screenings of a nominated film preceded or followed by a Q&A. All participants in such Q&A’s other than the moderator must be nominated or have been eligible for nomination.”

- Virtual receptions are not permitted.

As the International Feature Film award is not a branch specific category and has its own viewing requirements and voting procedures, any such notice must be sent to the entire membership.

If a film is also competing in a category other than International Feature Film, the additional category may be listed in the above notices.

*All updates should be read in conjunction with the full Campaign Regulations and are subject to change at any time.*